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ABSTRACT
The Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) industry has existed for decades with a high
household penetration. Individual firms started out as small family owned businesses
and then gradually became more "industrialized" via acquisitions. Historically, a low
capital cost of entry, as well as high geographic dispersion encouraged fragmentation
of competition. Overcapacity encouraged product proliferation; relatively low
profitability produced little innovation, reducing the overall loyalty of consumers to
CPG products today. Consumer habits changed quickly with the introduction of new
offerings, further pressuring CPG manufacturers.
A key CPG issue today is how to reduce cost base and overcapacity to enable
investment in innovation, and branding. Cost reduction is expected from
simplification (SKU's, products, lines etc), capacity consolidation, and a reduction in
the fixed cost component of production. It is the belief that value creating innovation
in the industry will enable the CPG industry to regain relevance and loyalty with the
consumer while being more efficient (reducing costs), and enabling the investment
necessary to sustain profitable growth. The annual organic growth in the CPG
industry ranges between 2-6%.
This thesis analyzes the effects of technology on marketing, as a value creating
catalyst for profitable growth. The analysis starts with a review of the frameworks on
strategy proposed by Hax, evolutions in consumer shopping behavior by Falk, as well
as developments in technology based marketing by Coviello. The thesis further
reviews practical technology applications currently in the CPG field. The consumer
survey section in the thesis evaluates three technology device concepts (FAST LANE,
PRODUCT GPS, and AUTO REORDER) that were developed using technology
lead-users.
The information presented and conclusions argued in this thesis suggest that the
technology device concepts have a strong value creating effect in marketing and on
the business; a benefit that is appropriated to the consumer, the retailer, and the CPG
manufacturer. The final pillar in the survey is an interview with two major retailers in
the Boston area that validate the potential and willingness to implement such mutually
value creating programs.
Thesis Supervisor: John D. C. Little
Institute Professor
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction, Methodology, and CPG Marketing review
Introduction
The Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) industry has existed for decades with a high
household penetration in every country of the world. Individual firms often started out
as small local family owned businesses and then gradually became more
"industrialized" via acquisitions. Historically, a low capital cost of entry, as well as
high geographic dispersion encouraged fragmentation of competition. Overcapacity'
encouraged product proliferation; relatively low profitability produced little
innovation, reducing the overall loyalty of consumers to CPG products today.
Consumer habits changed quickly with the introduction of new offerings, further
pressuring CPG manufacturers such as Danone, Nestle, Kraft, Mars, Campbell's, and
Nabisco.
A key CPG issue today is how to reduce the cost base and overcapacity to enable
investment in innovation, and branding. Cost reduction is expected from
simplification (SKU's, products, lines etc), capacity consolidation, and a reduction in
the fixed cost component of production.
It is the belief that innovative "value creating" change in the industry will enable the
CPG industry to regain relevance and loyalty with the consumer while being more
efficient (reducing costs), and enabling the investment necessary to sustain profitable
growth.
The inspiration for this thesis was three-dimensional. The primary impetus stemmed
from a practical problem the CPG industry faces. I wanted to find a solution to this
problem within my area of responsibility-Marketing, and to integrate a strategic
dimension from our Strategy course - The Delta Model (Hax, 1999)
"The Delta model" is a strategy development model that consists of three strategic
2positioning options, which then leads to the development of an adaptive process
finally, resulting in a set of aggregate and granular metrics for measurement and
feedback.
The strategic positioning of a firm captures the essence of how it competes and
serves customers in its relevant marketplace. The three distinct strategic options
proposed by Hax and Wilde, 2001 in order to achieve customer bonding are:
1) Bestproduct (BP) - The consumer/retailer (customer) is attracted by the inherent
characteristics of the product; this could be low cost, taste, color, packaging or
other forms of differentiation for which the consumer/retailer is prepared to pay a
premium. The central focus of attention is often the competitor, who we are
trying to equal or surpass. Competitive advantage rests upon product economics
and internal supply chain. Innovation is centered on the internal product process.
The liability of this process is that there is limited amount of consumer/retailer
bonding, hence making it very vulnerable to new entrants.
2) Total Consumer/Retailer Solutions (TCS) - Is a complete reversal from the Best
Product approach. Instead of commoditizing3 the consumer/retailer, we seek
consumer/retailer understanding and relationship that allows us to develop value
propositions that bond to each individual consumer/retailer. Instead of focusing on
competitors and imitating them, we refine the ways to capture and serve the
consumer/retailer by putting together an overall set of capabilities. The innovation
process is not oriented toward the design of standardized products; it is aimed at
initiatives with our consumers/retailers for the joint development of distinctive
products.
3) System Lock-in (SLI) - This option has the widest scope, it includes the extended
enterprise - the firm, the consumer, the retailer, the suppliers, and most
importantly the complementors. A complementor is a firm engaged in the
delivery of products and services, which enhance our own product and service
portfolio. Key to this option is to identify, attract, and nurture the complementors.
The consumer/retailer continues to be the central focus, but now we extend the
enterprise to the fullest.
A vast majority of the CPG manufacturers are in the BP position, few in the TCS
position and a tiny minority in the SLI position (Hax 1999). Those CPG
manufacturers such as Pepsi-Cola that have moved into SLI positions, are the ones
that have been able to command higher margins on their products and in-turn have
aggressive relationship-based investment programs behind their profitable growth.
The macro objective of this study is to assist CPG manufacturers in attaining an SLI
position assisted by marketing. As I was being exposed to the latest thinking in the
areas of technology, I decided to "fuse" these two areas of marketing and technology
to deliver on the goal: "Understand if profitable growth via SLI can be achieved
within the CPG industry by adopting the use of technology devices in marketing to
consumers/retailers ", simultaneously offering the consumer greater freedom.
In understanding the new developments in the area of wireless technology, I will
illustrate possible applications using NTT DoCoMo as an example. The Japanese
wireless telephony giant recently released the I-Mode 3G service in Japan. This
mobile unit is activated with internet capability and enables individual users to surf
the web, send e-mails, order products, make price comparisons across multiple
channels/locations, optimize promotional benefits, allows end-users to discriminate
between on-line advertisements, define the characteristics of the final product, use as
a tracking device for product delivery and so on. This change in technology
application is not limited to Japan, as the capabilities are already available in the US
via PDA's today. These trends in "technology applications" will undoubtedly have an
impact on consumer choice behavior from the present, and hence will alter in a major
way the marketing of products in the future.
My goal in the thesis is fourfold. First, I will present a macro view of how traditional
CPG marketing is conducted using a framework. The purpose of this step is to
provide the reader with a baseline understanding on which any subsequent change can
be assessed. This is covered in Chapter One.
Second, after reviewing the literature on marketing with technology, in Chapter two, I
will present a discussion on the evolution of technology in CPG marketing practices.
The purpose of this step is to review technology influences in marketing practices that
have evolved over the years. This is covered in Chapter three.
Third, I want to share the results of some hypothesis that have been tested. As part of
the technology device integration into the CPG marketing process, I conducted some
qualitative research with technology lead-users4 (Von Hippel, 1996) to develop some
technology device concepts. Three of these technology device concepts were then
incorporated into a quantitative survey to principal grocery shoppers in the US.
Chapter four will cover this material. I will assess their acceptance or rejection of
these device concepts in attaining a SLI strategic position, which should result in
profit growth improvements for CPG manufacturers.
Fourth, irrespective of the success or failure of the technology device concepts tested.
I want to better explore and raise awareness as to how additional freedoms bestowed
upon the consumer via the use of technology in marketing can be extrapolated for
CPG profitable growth in the future. These recommendations as well as how best to
integrate such a change into existing businesses are included in Chapter five. In this
respect, I will also conduct some qualitative trade (example: Shaws supermarket)
interviews to assess the concepts and its proposed outlook for the future.
Methodology
I used a five-pronged approach to researching this topic. First, I completed a review of
past CPG marketing practices using Danone as an example. Second, I conducted a
comprehensive review of the marketing theory, information technology, technology in
CPG, and industry specific literatures. Third, I qualitatively interviewed 25 MOT's
(lead technology users) to developing and subsequently screening down a list of
technology device concepts that would assist CPG consumers. Fourth, I quantitatively
interviewed 100 CPG consumers - "primary grocery shoppers in household" in the
New York area to determine the strength of the technology device proposition.
Finally, I qualitatively interviewed some retailers in the Boston area to assess my
hypothesis and results from the survey on how CPG marketing can be greatly
enhanced by using technology to provide all parties with profitable growth.
The review of marketing practices came from my experience as well as thru
discussions with my colleagues in the CPG industry, and focused on key building
blocks in the process. The idea here was not to get into the detail of each activity but
rather to provide a framework for the reader to understand the key elements involved
in the CPG marketing process.
The literature review was broad in scope. I opted to make this broad, as the subject of
investigation was not readily available from any one source. These included readings
from the areas of marketing, information sciences, consumer behavior, the art of
shopping, CPG technologies, and relevant industry publications in the domain of sales
and marketing. My goal in this literature review was to gain knowledge that existed
with the fusion of technology with marketing in various forms and it's associated
benefits or pitfalls. Preference was first given to academic based research followed
by industry literature. Chapter Two contains the literature review. A bibliography is
included at the end of this thesis.
The evolution of technology in CPG marketing outlined in chapter three further builds
on the baseline established in chapter one - "CPG marketing review". The intent of
this section is to provide the reader with a illustration on how technology forces have
influenced CPG marketing over the years ranging from coupon usage, media,
marketing mix analysis, to internet based e-commerce. Information from this section
comes from experience, industry publications, and from advertising agencies that
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have assisted CPG manufacturers over the last ninety plus years.
The consumer survey portion of the research took two forms. The first was a
qualitative interview on an individual basis with 25 MOT's (lead-users). The
rationale for using the MOT's was because many of them worked in the technology
industry with a bias for research and development. Since the structured qualitative
interview involved a bit of idea generation, I left the survey with the MOT's for a
couple of days and then interviewed them in-person 3-5 days later. I spent between
35 to 60 minutes getting their input on ideas that would use technology to enhance
CPG marketing. I also provided some stimulus on the types of ideas we were looking
for. The intent of the qualitative interview was to generate specific technology ideas
as well as to look for "patterns of relationships between the ideas generated"
(McCracken, 1988).
The top three technology ideas as identified by the MOT's were then incorporated
into a much more detailed quantitative survey that examined specific CPG purchasing
metrics such as: shopping attitudes, frequency of shopping, quantity of purchase e.t.c.
The purchasing metrics were assessed by respondents "with the presence" and
"without the presence" of technology devices. 100 of these interviews were conducted
in the New York area. Each interview took 20 minutes to complete and consisted of
exactly 31 questions.
The final qualitative interview discussion sessions with half a dozen category and
store managers of major retailers in the Boston area was the final validation to the
hypothesis being tested, as well as to identify ways of implementing such as process
in the CPG marketing framework.
CPG Marketing Review
The key building blocks of the CPG value chain are illustrated in Exhibit 1 on the
next page, using Danone as a representative example. The intent of this simplified
schematic is to illustrate all the major stages of activity that take place from the
understanding of consumer needs, procurement of raw materials to when the final
product is purchased at the retailer's store by the end consumer.
EXHIBIT 1. - CPG VALUE CHAIN
Distributor/ Retailer
Manuf. Plant Manuf. Distributor 4 Retailer Grocery
Warehouse Warehouse Warehouse Store
Suppliers -
R. Materials, End
Support.... Consumer
Mkt Sales
I have only highlighted the marketing and sales function in this schematic to illustrate
the key relationships across the CPG value chain. Functions such as finance, supply
chain, logistics are not being discussed in as detailed a manner within this context.
From the exhibit I above, the raw materials from suppliers are provided to the
manufacturing plant. The plant transforms these raw materials into a finished
product; once the finished product is ready, it is packaged and often times stored in a
manufacturer warehouse ready to be transported to the distributor. Often times the
distributor has many warehouses and multiple shipments take place to multiple
distributor warehouses. Complexity is high and cost management becomes key. From
the distributor, the shipment moves to many more retailers via the retailers warehouse
system. This is an extremely complex task and with the development of operations
processes, models have been developed to ensure just-in-time delivery of select
product combinations to the select retailers warehouse or stores, all at the same time.
In all cases, the retailer decides whether he or she wants the shipment to be made to
the store or the warehouse. Availability of storage space, shelf life of the product,
store locations, refrigeration requirements of product are a few items in the list of
considerations made in coming to a decision on the delivery point.
Once the product is in the retailers warehouse, each retailer store orders the required
amount of product via their internal order systems. The finished product finally
arrives to the store and is placed on the shelves by the stocking staff in the store. This
is the final point in the retailer's chain where the end consumer get's to see the
product and if acceptable he or she decides to buy the product.
EXHIBIT 2. - TOP LINE MARKETING AND SALES RESPONSIBILITIES WITHIN CPG
Distributor/ Retailer
Manuf. Plant Manufacturer Distributor Retailer Grocery
Warehouse Warehouse Warehouse Store
- Volume Forecasting - Inventory Levels - Distributor incentives - Retailer incentives - Store incentives
- Packaging Devel. - in-store promos
End Advertising Packaging R&D Marketing
Consumer Agencies Suppliers Research
- Product acceptance - Creative development - Package design - New Product Dev. - Consumer tests
- Feedback - Competitor Ad info. - Package strategv - New Concepts - Mkt/Cons. Inst.
- New Idea dev. - Media buying & strategv - Competitive pkg info. - Perf Tracking
-Underst. needs
Public
Corporate Promotions Relations Finance Supply Chain
Agencies Agencies
- Brand/Corp Strategy - Promotional plans - PR plans - Bud vs Act Perf - Store incentives
- P&L responsible - Brand profitability - Efficient O/P+JIT
- Coord. all Brand act.
- Legal - T. Marks
From exhibit 2 above, it is evident that the marketing and sales function serve as a
guardian function within CPG, interacting and relating to multiple areas both
internally within the organization and, externally with suppliers of services, the
retailers, and finally with the end consumer.
Often times the starting point for the marketing and sales function is based on a clear
understanding of the marketplace and the consumer in that context, the market
research function is used extensively here based on survey data as well as based on
syndicated data from IRI or Nielsen. Once the market and consumer context are
understood, two streams of work start namely, the brand work and the product work.
The brand work is done in collaboration with the market research unit, as well as the
advertising and packaging agencies. This is where the positioning, target, unique
selling proposition and other elements in the brand strategy get developed. The
product work on the other hand is done in collaboration with the R&D group, the
product formulation can begin in the case of a new product, or in the case of an
existing product, the product can be optimized for local market acceptance via
sensory analysis.
Once we have a consumer validated product and a brand strategy, the operational
strategy of product rollout as well as financial and logistical evaluations take place
simultaneously. Many internal functions are involved in this exercise, all under the
guidance of the marketing function. In the financial evaluation, the key issue is brand
or SKU profitability and cannibalization'. The supply chain function in parallel covers
details of raw material procurement, production details, logistics and transportation
details. Included in these details are costing figures, operational challenges,
commitment to making the requested amount of product at the right time and
delivered to the right place at the right cost.
The quantity of the output product to be produced in the manufacturing plant is often
estimated by marketing based on the knowledge of the market and the consumer. The
supply chain function does the same based on demand from the retailers. Often times
the production schedule is based on a consensus forecast between marketing and the
supply chain.
Once the operational plan appears feasible and has the approval of the general
manager on the business, the advertising, promotion, public relations and packaging
agencies are contacted by marketing and a brief is provided to each of them on what is
expected. Once the finished ad, promotion plan, PR plot and/or the packaging are
completed, it is then consumer tested based on internal performance benchmarks prior
to launch. All these initiatives are fully funded by the CPG firm.
Simultaneous to the earlier contacts, the marketing and sales teams also sell the
products to the retailers, so that it becomes available on a retail store shelves for the
end consumer to purchase. In the selling process of the product to the retailer, the
marketing and sales functions need to factor-in incentive costs that have to be paid to
the retailer for accepting the product, this takes place at several stages: There is an
"off-case allowance", which is a bulk discount the retailer gets for volume orders.
Once the retailer has agreed to the terms and the product is in the retailers warehouse,
the marketing and sales group need to pay the retailer again to get the product from
the retailer's warehouse to the shelf within the store, typically referred to as "slotting
allowance". The final phase of the incentive with the retailer is known as
"performance spending". This is where the retailer gets paid a fixed amount for "extra
displays in the store", "price promotions", or "in-store coupons".
Once the above-mentioned process is complete, the end consumer get's to see the
product on the retailers store shelf. Most CPG firms spend millions of dollars
measuring the impact of the spending that takes place at various stages in this cycle to
getting a product from the firm to the end consumer. The final stage in the feedback
process is the market research function which tracks all the activities in the
marketplace and the product(s) so that continued product and brand optimization can
be effected even after the launch.
In chapter 3, I will augment to this traditional CPG marketing model discussed above
to recent technology advances that have transformed some stages in the marketing
function.
Footnotes for Chapter One
Overcapacity - Manufacturing plant not using its full capacity to produce, resulting in a higher cost base
2 Adaptive Process - The fusion of strategy with aggregate and granular metrics
3 Commoditizing - Debranding or making a product a commodity (price dependent)
4 Lead Users - Pioneer consumers that use products differently and like experimenting with products
5 Cannibalization - A product "eating into" the sales of another product
CHAPTER TWO
Marketing with Technology - Literature review
Introduction
The literature that exists in the fields of marketing and technology are quite extensive.
A comprehensive review would be a monumental undertaking - this review will be
focused on the literature that relates to the use of technology in marketing.
Technology Transformation
Technology is transforming choice, and choice is transforming the marketplace
(McKenna, 1989). Marketing's transformation is driven primarily by the enormous
power and ubiquitous spread of technology. Twenty years ago, there were fewer than
50,000 computers in use; today there are more than 50,000 computers purchased
every day. The defining characteristic of this new technology push is
programmability and wireless capability. An example of this development - Japan's
telephone giant NTT DoCoMo, recently produced I-MODE'
Evolution in CPG Marketing - Satisfaction, Value, & Differentiation
A decade ago, most firms were sales driven, and they spent all their energies
convincing the consumers to change their expectations to fit what the product was
offering. As technology developed and competition increased many of these
companies were forced to asking the consumer what they actually wanted. This
caused change in two fundamentals areas, namely, "experienced based marketing"
and "knowledge based marketing". This action caused a further shift in the classical
CPG marketing approach - research consumers, develop a product, test product and
concept and launch in market. This approach has now become both slow and turf-
ridden in the dynamic marketplace of today. The "knowledge based marketing"
approach requires a firm to master a scale of knowledge whether it is in technology,
communication, consumer satisfaction etc. The "experience based marketing"
approach emphasizes the need for interactivity, connectivity, and creativity with the
consumer base.
Consumer satisfaction has become more important than ever, as evidenced by the
success of the "100% customer satisfaction model" adopted by Siebel systems (Fryer,
200 1). This line of thinking is further reinforced by the ACSI 2 which has
demonstrated the link between the ACSI scores and financial metrics such as market
value added (MVA), stock price, and return on investment (Fornell, 2001).
Value assessment by the consumer has also shifted to new heights. "Everything is
worth what it's purchaser will pay for it" (Publilius Syrus, 1BC). How do we define
value? Can we measure it? Remarkably few manufacturers in business markets are
able to answer this question. Value in business markets is the worth in monetary
terms of the technical, economic, service, and social benefits a manufacturer receives
in exchange for the price it pays for a market offering (Anderson, 1998).
The improved quality of private label3, the development of premium private label
brands, the European success with private labels, and the creation of new categories
have necessitated the need to have value-added differentiators in marketing such as
use of technology (Quelch, Harding, 1996). This point is further clarified by Keller,
1998 where he states "Brands need to make use of and coordinate a full repertoire of
marketing activities to build brand equity4". MacMillan and McGrath, 1997 go further
to suggest that in a dynamic marketplace, firms must continually look to discover new
points ofdifferentiation. "You need to map your consumers entire experience with
the product and how you can make the buying process more convenient and less
irritating". In looking for these "points of differentiation", managers must beware of
ignoring new technologies that don't initially meet the needs of their mainstream
consumers (Bower and Christensen, 1994). Firms that embrace the principles of value
exchange are operating on an entirely new playing field (Grant, 1995).
Marketing using technology as a "point of differentiation" - has changed significantly
over the last five years. The reduced cost of internet searches offers the consumer the
choice to select higher cheaper products that offer higher value (Bakos, 1997), this
puts more power into the hands of the consumer consequently reducing the traditional
power of the retailer. Lynch and Ariely, 1998 propose that this could be a reason for
the refusal of many retailers to adopt technology in the marketing arena.
New research in the areas of consumer choice dynamics, suggests that for some kinds
of preferences, consumers guess their preferences on the "spot" (Bettman, Luce, and
Payne, 1998). This point along with work done by Menon and Kahn, 1998 leads to the
notion of a "new and different" bias inherent in the Internet commerce. Consumers
further make Internet buying decisions on the basis of trust. How much of trust the
technology needs to deliver depends on the nature of the product offering, competitive
pressures, and the ability to innovate (Urban, Sultan, and Qualls; 2000). The
transition from high pressure selling to "trusting" relationship is vital to success.
The Art of Shopping
The theory of shopping does have a relatively short history starting with Adburgham,
1964 who did some work on the history of shopping. Most of the 1980's were spent
understanding the shopping habits in department stores (Benson, 1986; Miller, 1981;
Williams, 1982).
The origins of the sociology of shopping however, can be traced back to 1950's to a
master's thesis at the university of Chicago by Gregory Stone. Stone was out to
establish that the choice of store in shopping was not a phenomenon based on urban
and rural characteristics but, rather on typologies of shoppers. He developed four
typologies namely: "the economic shopper" - primary considerations on store were
price and value, "the personalized shopper" - opportunity for interaction, "the ethical
shopper" - claims to employ moral considerations, and "the apathetic shopper" -
conducts activity without reason. Darden and Reynolds, 1971 successfully applied
the typologies developed by Stone to the purchase of cosmetic products. Other
researchers like Boone, 1974 and Zikmund, 1978 have extended this application to
shopping orientations of Mexican-Americans, Anglo-Americans, and African
Americans in specific US geographical areas.
Bellenger and Korgaonkar, 1980 identified a new category of shoppers called
"recreational shoppers" - gain pleasure from the act of shopping itself.
Shopping is still predominantly viewed as a means-end activity centered on the
money-for-goods proposition. This is a belief held by market research and
neoclassical economics (Hollis and Nell, 1975), economic psychology (van Raaji,
1988) all of which equate shopping with buying. Subsequent work done by
Westbrook and Black, 1985 suggest two additional motivations for shopping: first, the
motivation of choice optimization, or finding exactly what one wants; and second, the
anticipated utility5 derived from a new product. This separates the shopping motive
from the buying motive.
Jansen-Verbeke, 1987 claims that shopping should be viewed - as a form of leisure in
its own right. Bloch et al. 1989 in their article defines the act of browsing in the store
as "search activity" that is independent of specific purchase needs or decisions. Freed
of this necessity, the shopper gains pleasure through the process of "just looking". All
this suggests that shopping should perhaps be understood as creating a distinctive
form of experience, one with its' own peculiar activities, pleasures, and satisfactions
rather than being viewed as a means to the end.
Westbrook and Black, 1985 in their study state in their critique of typologies that you
cannot compare the shopping of cosmetics to that of grocery. Falk, 1997 has also
emphasized the different kinds of scopic pleasures which shopping can provide,
pleasures which are quite independent from the act of purchasing, but stem directly
from the freedom which the shopper has to engage in using sensory registers-
touching, trying-on, pressed for time and so on.
Technology Enabled Marketing
The term "interactive marketing" was introduced to the literature by Deighton, 1996;
lacobucci, 1998; Webster, 1996, with Day, 1998 describing it as " the use of
informationfrom the consumer rather than about the consumer". Since then, a variety
of other terms have also emerged, such as "real time marketing" (McKenna, 1997),
"one-to-one marketing" (Peppers & Rogers, 1997), and "digital marketing" (Parsons,
Zeisser, & Waitman, 1998), all of which emphasize the creation of electronic dialogue
with the consumer to allow for not only personalization but, customization, and as
such enhanced relationships.
Additional empirical research is quite limited, and tends to emphasize the impact of
the Internet as a medium in the communications arena (Boyle & Alwitt, 1999; Bush &
Harris, 1998; Geiger & Martin, 1999). Other studies focus on the opportunities and
threats posed by the Internet (Sahay, Gould, & Barwise, 1998) and the impact of the
Internet on marketing performance (Avionitis & Karayanni, 2000).
The many faces of marketing have been the subject of research debate for a while, and
have resulted in four major classification schemes. The first classification scheme
offered by Coviello, Brodie, & Munro (1997) outlines four different approaches to
marketing practice: Transaction, Database, Interaction, and Network marketing.
Transaction marketing involves a firm satisfying its consumers by managing all the
elements of the marketing mix, whereby the mass-market firm creates arms-length
transactions. Database marketing involves creating relationships with the consumer,
different from mass marketing. The intent here is to retain certain classes of
consumers. Interaction marketing implies face-to-face interaction with the consumer.
The intent here is to create with the consumer mutually beneficial and interpersonal
relationships. Network marketing occurs across organizations where managers
commit resources to develop a firm's position in a network of firm-level relationships.
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The second classification is offered by Day (1998) who outlines and compares three
different strategy/structure combinations that may be adopted by the firm: Traditional,
Augmented, and Fully interactive. He describes the Traditional approach as being a
mass-market approach with the objective of reaching large segments of the population
using a functional organizational design. In contrast, Augmented strategies involve
placing existing material on a website and using interactive media to add continuity
and retention activities. Fully Interactive strategies are those involving mass
customization, virtual stores, consumer and channel linking through technology, and
IT facilitated collaborative learning.
Third, Hagel (1999) defines Mass, Direct, and Collaboration. Mass marketing once
again is characterized by "communicating more to sell more". Direct marketing is
based on the principle of "know more therefore sell more". Collaboration marketing
involves using technologies in improving consumer effectiveness in their purchasing.
Finally, lacobucci and Hibbard (1999) describe three types of marketing in the
context of market relationships: The Business-to-Consumer approach involves
technology driven communication from the firm to it's consumers and can take the
form of database, one-to-one, direct marketing. Interpersonal commercial
relationships involve person-to-person interactions connecting consumer to
consumers, sales providers to consumers, and sales people to consumers. Business
Marketing is described as businesses working together as providers/users of
goods/services requiring coordination and interaction.
EXHIBIT 3
Summary of four Classification
Recent Frameworks
Coviello, Brodie
& Munro (1997)
Day (1998)
Hagel (1999)
Traditional
Marketing Mix
Transaction
Marketing
Traditional
Mass Marketing
lacobucci &
Hibbard (1999)
Augmented
Marketing Mix
Database
Marketing
Augmented
Direct Marketing
Business to
Consumer
Schemes of Marketing Practice
Forms of Marketing
Information
Technologv Driven
Interpersonal
Interaction
Interaction
Marketing
Fully Interactive
Collaboration
Marketing
Business to
Consumer
Interpersonal
Commercial
Interfirm
Interaction
Network
Marketing
Fully Interactive
Collaboration
Marketing
Business
Marketing
Adapted from Coviello, Milley, & Marcolin, 2001
From exhibit three above the first form of marketing involves the management of the
marketing mix, the second approach employs technology to facilitate consumer
retention and augment more traditional marketing mix services. The third form is
focused on the application of IT to enable interactivity and collaboration. The fourth
form is based on interpersonal, face-to-face interaction between individuals.
Summary
The brief literature review has hopefully provided the reader with some context with
which to consider the technology effects on marketing.
The next chapter will describe the evolution of technology in CPG marketing. Some
of the issues raised in this chapter will resurface. Technology-enabled transformation
of the marketing function in CPG from a managerial perspective will be the theme of
central focus.
Footnotes for Chapter Two
IMODE -a wireless Internet enabled cell phone.
2 ACSI - American Customer Satisfaction Index, a metric developed by the University of Michigan Business
school's national quality research center
3 Private Label - Retail store brands. Example: Stop&Shop brands
4 Brand Equity - The amount of value, the consumer bestows upon the brand. Example Coca-Cola
s Utility - An economic term for "happiness"
CHAPTER THREE
Evolution of Technology in CPG Marketing
Introduction
Sales and Marketing people in the consumer packaged goods (CPG) industry find
themselves facing uncertain times (Cohen, 1999). Issues such as, how consolidation in
the retailer environment and the changing influences of technology will play out in
the future are a growing concern among many in the industry. Connie Maneaty, an
analyst with Bear Steams, says: "that while consolidation' is almost complete among
club stores and drug store chains, she expects further mergers among supermarket
chains ". That trend impacts consumer goods firms in many ways, starting with
inventory.
Consolidation favors the firms that already have relationships with retailers; it's very
hard for new players to break in. And since there are fewer retailers, they have more
power than ever. Paul Kelly, president of Silvermine Consulting in Westport,
Connecticut, says: "his CPG clients are getting less time with buyers at large retailer
chains. The traditional sales call, involves selling in a new item, doing some
promotions, getting across a story about how a category can grow, you just don't get
it all done, "Kelly says.
Growth of the U.S. CPG market has been averaging a mere 2 to 6 percent a year (IRI
- Supermarket Review), and experts doubt whether the Internet will significantly
change the industry. "It is not clear that demand itself will change, or just distribution
will change, " Maneaty says. But analysts say CPG firms can be making better use of
technology to capture consumer information, build loyalty, and identify high value
consumers.
Retailers
The Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA) states that the recent retail growth
largely reflects "the benefits from the introduction of electronic-data interchange 3,
barcode developments, radio-frequency gun screening, and improved inventory
management. Such developments, together with IT and, of course, the quality of
management has boosted productivity. The emergence of technology in the forms of
virtual business-to-business marketplaces, including "CPG Markets" and "Transora4"
has further facilitated global retail exchange.
Work on such standards predates the B2B5 exchange. In late 1999, the Global
Commerce Initiative (GCI), which consists of representatives from more than 45 retail
and manufacturing companies doing business across continents or via global supply
chains, was formed. The voluntary body was designed to improve the performance of
the international supply chain for consumer goods through the collaborative
development and endorsement of recommended standards and key business processes.
While this goal has been accomplished via technology to some degree, the "physical
logistics" not catered by technology, still appear to be a challenge for many of the key
firms.
Internet Coupons
Coupons are "information" products and therefore easy to deliver by Internet
technology. As CPG firms get more comfortable with Internet coupons, many are
exploring more sophisticated ways to use them, like linking them to online surveys,
rewards programs, targeted e-mail newsletters and retail frequent-shopper programs.
(Angrisani, 2001). "We want to be where our consumers are, "said Rose Grabowski,
vice president, value development, Mott's, which recently beefed up its online coupon
program. Indeed, consumers are on the Web -- and looking for product information
and coupons while there. While," nearly all consumers get their coupons from the
Sunday paper (93%), the mail (92%), inside or on a package (90%) and/or in the
store circular (85%), nearly two in five feel it's beneficial to receive grocery coupons
online, receive local coupons and offers online, and join an Internet club or Web site
that offers free samples, coupons and other offers. Nearly half of consumers (47%)
joined an Internet club or Web site that has promotional offers and visit that site
about two times a week, " according to the survey, conducted with assistance from
Experian, a worldwide information-solutions company, and in cooperation with the
Promotion Marketing Association. "Consumers use coupons to purchase their regular
brand or more of it ", the survey said. By influencing larger purchases, coupons help
keep the customer for another purchase cycle, according to the report. Coupons also
work well, though to a lesser degree, to stimulate new brand or product trials.
Responding to trends like these, manufacturers are partnering with online promotions
companies to boost coupon distribution and redemption. Such partnerships often help
manufacturers obtain valuable consumer data, and tailor coupon programs in response
to it (Brand Marketing, 2001).
Though Mott's, Stamford, Conn., has been offering online coupons for about three
years, it decided to broaden the scope of its online consumer base. To do so, it joined
about a dozen other consumer packaged goods companies -- including Kellogg,
Clairol and Georgia-Pacific Corp. -- to be the first to take advantage of Nuvisio
Corp.'s new NestEggz online coupon service. Mott's has already delivered more than
70,000 coupons through the program. This is relatively small in size when compared
to a regular FSI's that has circulation in the millions. NestEggz promotes its coupons
through banner ads on a network of high-traffic, content-driven Web properties,
including About.com, TotalWoman.com and Yahoo.com. Consumers can choose a
coupon and print it via the computer. Once redeemed, the savings are placed in an
online account, which can grow depending on the user's coupon activity. For instance,
"users receive a 10-cent bonus for redeeming the coupon; the consumer can leave the
balance in the account, where it builds interest, or request the money at any time ".
Retailers handle NestEggz coupons just like regular coupons, and send them to their
regular processing center.
In a move that hints at the potential growth of Internet couponing, Transora, the
business-to-business e-Marketplace comprised of more than 50 CPG companies,
acquired planet U early this year. Transora intends to use planet U to offer more
sophisticated targeting and types of promotions, including the delivery of electronic
coupons to consumers through retail frequent-shopper cards.
Promotions in Motion
CPG manufacturers are getting more resourceful with the way they promote their
brands as retailer and manufacturer consolidations have made the CPG industry more
competitive than ever. And don't forget about the thousands of new products that
flood the market each year. In 2000 alone, "about 32,000 new CPG items were
launched. There are more products coming out than retailers have on the shelf New
and unique promotions are needed to help raise them above the clutter," said Robert
McMath, founder and director of NewProductWorks, Ann Arbor, Mich., a
consultancy for new products. Other obstacles also exist. On the consumer side, CPG
firms are challenged to deliver product that will save consumers time, plus give them
high quality at a low price. At the same time, retailers are more powerful than ever,
and are making more demands on manufacturers.
All this has an impact on promotions. Michael Lucas, executive director of brand
packaging at Interbrand, NewYork, a branding consultancy, said: "promotions should
connect a brand with consumers. To do so, they need to work in concert with the true
meaning of the brand". While creativity is nothing new in the CPG promotion arena,
it's now being taken to new levels. CPG firms are doing everything from beefing up
traditional programs to creating innovative Web-based events, a key area for many
firms. The following is a look at some of the ways various CPG manufacturers are
sharpening their promotion skills:
Music seems to be one of the more popular ways many are getting their messages
across. In 2001, General Mills, for instance, joined forces with GetMusic, an on-line
music content and community site, to run its largest Internet promotion to date. For
the first time, it enabled consumers to sample a promotion before they purchased a
product. Eighty million cereal boxes featured an on-pack offer for a free customized
CD. More than 20 brands participated, including Chex, Cheerios, Honey Nut
Cheerios, Lucky Charms, Cinnamon Toast Crunch and Total. Other companies that
are considering doing the same don't have to look any further than their own Web site
for help.
A new survey shows : "there's plenty ofpromotional opportunity on CPG Web sites.
For example, about half of all consumers surveyed want free samples [55%] and
coupons! special offers [48%] from the brand sites they visit. Meanwhile, just 22%
and 19% of manufacturers, respectively, offer these features ", according to CPG
Online: by Information Resources Inc.
Along with catering to consumers, promotions today must focus on the retailer in
great detail. For many companies, this means offering a promotion that will not only
boost sales for their brands, but also for the entire category and sometimes in the
entire store. Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis, often uses the summer season as an
opportunity to tie in with products in other categories for a barbecue-themed event.
E-mail as a tool
"More than two-thirds ofconsumers said they don't mind receiving e-mail messages
from CPG firms. However, only one-third of manufacturers currently conduct e-mail
marketing " (Owens, 2001). This e-mail marketing gap looms large in a new survey
released by Information Resources Inc., a Chicago-based research group serving the
consumer packaged goods industry. Take, for instance, the messages being e-mailed
by manufacturers: According to the IRI survey: "only 8 percent of consumers said
that the information they received from a consumer packaged goods company was
valuable to them. And, only 7 percent believed e-mail marketing has favorably
changed their perceptions of a company or its brands. So what do consumers want in
an e-mail marketing message? According to the study--which consisted of surveys of
more than 7,900 primary shoppers and interviews with more than 75 consumer
packaged goods manufacturers and retail executives--most consumers appreciated
content with tangible benefits, such as coupons and recipes. Only a mere 4 percent
said they were interested in receiving e-mails featuring customer testimonials. The
study also found that 50 percent of the CPG firms surveyed plan to increase their use
ofpermission-based e-mail marketing within the next year and that 68 percent of
online consumers were aware of CPGs banners, but only 26 percent said they have
ever clicked on one. In contrast, at least 40 percent of consumers surveyed said they
have participated in online promotions featuring sweepstakes, free samples and
coupons.
Network Marketing
As mentioned earlier, the CPG firms are locked in some of the most bitter rivalries in
business. So the idea that they could work together to create an online marketplace
benefiting the entire industry seems preposterous. But it has started! In 2001,
competitors like Coke and Pepsi, General Mills and Pillsbury, and Hershey Foods and
Nestle launched Transora, an electronic marketplace for the $1.3 trillion worldwide
consumer packaged-goods industry. A total of 54 companies, which have about 40
percent of the industry's overall sales, have put up $241 million to create the
exchange.
Judith Sprieser, a Sarah Lee VP tapped to be CEO, has been traveling to Europe,
Latin American and Asia to drum up membership. Already the exchange has more
than 200 employees. Initially, Transora members are expected to be able to purchase
everything from staples to sugar using online catalogs or reverse auctions, in which
suppliers bid against one another to win contracts from big manufacturers like Coca
Cola and General Mills. There will also be tools for negotiating long-term contracts
online, as well as industry news and community features. Next up are applications
that aim to connect manufacturers and the big retail supermarket chains, allowing
both sides to check account information and order status online. The most important
applications -- those that will help manufacturers and their suppliers forecast demand
and inventory levels -- won't be ready until the second quarter of 2002. Transora is
expected to charge transaction fees, but Sprieser says "competition from other
exchanges is expected to quickly reduce those fees ". Instead, the marketplace aims to
turn a profit by charging subscriptions for its online software tools. Several
companies, including General Mills, are now running their procurement applications
on Transora. Other participating members include Bestfoods, Campbell Soup, Coca
Cola, ConAgra, Dean Foods, H.J. Heinz, Hershey Foods, Hormel Foods, Kellogg,
Nabisco, PepsiCo, Pillsbury, Procter & Gamble, Sara Lee, Tony's Pizza Service,
Unilever N. America and Wrigley.
In Europe, Danone Group and Nestle S.A. are building one of the first Internet
marketplaces for e-procurement in the consumer goods sector. CPGmarket.com was
established to enhance the efficiency of logistics by reducing supply costs through
automated processing of orders and sales. Scheduled to go online July 2002, the
service will be based on the mySAP.com e-business platform.
The appeal is that B2B exchanges provide a virtual marketplace for purchasing and
selling goods and services via the Internet. This method replaces the informal but still
frenzied process that relies heavily on buyers faxing orders, sellers playing "phone
tag" with potential buyers and salesmen fanning out to scout for business. "With a
Web browser on the desktop, procurement professionals in the food industry are able
to see price, quality and delivery informationfor all company purchases across all
locations in one place, enabling them to negotiate supplier contracts with substantial
cost savings, " says Ron Wohl, VP for Oracle's applications division.
Television
Catalina Marketing Corp. and RespondTV have partnered to provide the first targeted
interactive TV advertising and paperless couponing system. Serving the consumer
packaged goods industry, the solution will allow viewers to interact with television
commercials and to receive coupons for participating offers.
This approach of targeted media does develop efficiencies relative to the traditional
mass marketing approach, where TV currency is primarily in GRP's . On the
measurement of effectiveness, this mode of one-to-one TV targeting enhances the
ability of the CPG manufacturers to establish effectiveness thresholds of "creative
content" versus "media pressure".
Relating/Interactivity
Brand-touting sites from "Apple Jacks" to "Zest" are available throughout the World
Wide Web, but more consumer-packaged goods firms have failed than succeeded at
raising awareness in the end-user consumer market without benefit of direct sales
from the Internet.
"Perhaps the recipe for success is readily available at Kraft Foods Inc.'s Kraft
Interactive Kitchen (www.kraftfoods.com), the highest trafficked consumer packaged
goods site ", according to data from New York-based Media Matrix, a digital media
measurement firm. For Kraft, "interactive" is the key word as Kraft uses the Net's
immediacy not just to entertain but also to inform and provide a service to consumers.
Kraft, the $17.3 billion subsidiary of New York-based Philip Morris Cos., also has
smoothly integrated each of its 75 brand names on the site, using the technology to
leverage the relationships customers already have with the products. Kraft drives
traffic to the site to engage customers rather than just wait for them to find it on their
own when they have a question. "It is one of the few packaged goods sites that is
customer-oriented and informational as opposed to just an advertisement for a
product, " says Marissa Gluck, an online advertising analyst with New York-based
Jupiter Communications. "Since people don't go online to learn more about gum or
toothpaste or processed cheese, a packaged-goods company would be better off
creating a utility-driven site as Kraft has done."
Launched in 1996, the Web site uses on its opening page a computer-generated
graphic of a typical kitchen in which each of the items on the counter and table-a
backpack, a recipe box, a pan on the stove-is a link to one of the site's features. It's not
a new technology, but more than half of the links take the user to some feature
incorporating interactivity, whether it's a meal-planning program, an e-mail recipe
service or a "busy Mom's exchange bulletin board." Other features change monthly to
connect food with the time of the year; a recent visit included back-to-school
lunchbox recipes, tips on fruit and vegetable preservation before cold weather sets
in and kosher recipes for Rosh Hashanah.
Understanding Consumers
The whole process of CPG marketing begins with understanding the consumer, and
this includes new types of learning test markets, according to P&G Market
Research: "For a concept test two or three years ago, we'd get a representative panel
of consumers and show them the concept. Then we'd read the results and bring the
panel back three or four weeks later. It could have been eight weeks before someone
saw it at the brand manager level. Today, we can put a panel together in the morning,
put the concept on the Web before lunch, get a couple of hundred responses and go
through another iteration of the concept before 5p.m. Then we follow the sun and
send the concept to Japan, and then Europe," he says. "We haven't done too many of
those. But we now have the capability to repeat a concept test five or six times within
24 hours, do it globally and understand the nuances around the world. It literally
allows us to make some decisions and move on to the next phase in a matter of hours
and days-instead of weeks, months or even years, he says, noting that about 5,000
separate consumer research tests are conducted each year. This is expected to have a
dramatic impact on the time it takes P&G to bring out a product, according to P&G
Market Research "With a virtual test market we don't have to show what we're
thinking and give our competitors six or eight months to knock it off Basically, we're
looking at the possibility of bringing a product from concept to market in a matter of
months ". These activities also allow us to take advantage of the 'diffusion theory'
whereby we can attract early adopters by targeting them through the Internet. "It
enables us to efficiently 'seed' a brand prior to signficant broad-scale launch" -
P&G Market Research, 2001.
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Summary
This chapter has illustrated that technology has clearly influenced some key elements
of the marketing dimension ranging from the beginning with the understanding of
consumers, to jointly defining and delivering efficient product availability to the
consumer via a complex supply chain, manufacturing, distribution, and retailer chain.
An area that has not been addressed in this demand continuum is that of "simplifying
the consumer purchase experience" or "reducing complexity associated with
shopping".
As reviewed in this chapter, most of the developments in the industry related to
technology appear to be focused on the earlier stages of CPG manufacturing process
and then to the delivery of the product to the retail store. The final product transition
from the retailer to the consumer is when the sale gets recorded and the CPG
manufacturer is finally credited for the sale. Technology applications to this last
segment are still relatively low.
The next chapter presents survey results conducted on three unique technology
propositions to facilitate this last stage in the consumer purchasing process.
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Footnotes for Chapter Three
Consolidation - Industry term for mergers. often done for economic reasons.
2 Sales Call - A traditional sales tactic whose unique proposition is a win-win scenario for both the manufacturer
and retailer
3 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) - Relates to data transfer between CPG systems and retailers. Usually used for
order management and replenishment.
4 Transora - an electronic marketplace developed by a consortium of CPG manufacturers to drive efficiencies of
raw material procurement and supply chain management
s B2B - Business-to-Business transactions
6 GRP (Gross Rating Point) - A measure of reach and frequency in TV media
CHAPTER FOUR
Consumer Survey - Technology effects on CPG Purchase Behavior
Introduction
This chapter focuses on the analysis of the consumer survey administered in the New
York area to 100 respondents who were primary grocery shoppers in the household.
The objective of the survey was to assess the potential effect of technology devices at
the point of sale (POS)'. As the sample for the survey was conducted in New York,
the income distribution skewed towards the high end, i.e. majority of household
incomes were over $1 00K annually.
The analysis of the survey data has been conducted in two stages. The first stage
focuses on drawing general observations from the data without exploring any detailed
relationships among the data. Data sorting and segmentation are the primary modes of
data manipulation. This stage also has a rich set of illustrative charts to better assist
the reader on the findings that were made. The second stage of the analysis was
specific to the FAST LANE device concept and broken into four analysis parts
focusing on identifying statistically significant relationships between a defined set of
independent and dependent variables using multivariate regression techniques. The
second stage has more of a "numerical skew" and is illustrated as standard regression
outputs.
Stage One
The first stage of the analysis begins with an illustration in CHART 1 of "the number
of shopping trips taken per week" versus "grocery shopping time of the day". This
chart illustrates that shoppers tend to visit stores most often during the hours of I Oam,
12 noon, 2pm, 4pm, 6pm, and 9pm. This most probably reflects the off-work times
for most working people, or the non-meal consumption moments in the day during the
course of the week. This high frequency shopping times of the day offer the retailer
the opportunity to promote complementary offers within the store with the goal of
improving consumer's unplanned purchase.
CHART 2 looks at "average time spent grocery shopping" versus "time of day". The
finding in this data is that there is clearly "a peak" time spent within the store between
the hours of 10am to 12noon. This may be a function of the lunchtime, as well as the
top-up shopping most shoppers tend to do during the week. Again the opportunity for
dual promotions and complementary purchase is an opportunity for the retailer, as the
shopper is in the store for 2 hours during this period.
CHART 3 demonstrates a segmentation of "attitudes to technology" by Heavy ($131 -
$500), Medium ($81 - $130), and Light ($20 - $80) "grocery spend per week". Key
trend in this data is that technology is seen as a "simplifying agent" in daily life and
shopping among the Heavy group. The other interesting finding was an almost
unanimous agreement of 85% or more across the three groups on not using any on-
line coupons. This number in contrast, is somewhat lower than the information
provided by the Experian study referred to in Chapter Three, where almost 40% were
referred to as having an interest in on-line coupons, compared to the 15% in this
survey. Despite the difference in magnitude, which could be a factor of sample size,
composition, or other deviations; the message is clear, it is an area of growing
importance.
Frequency of Grocery Shopping versus Time of Day
Shoppingfrequency highest at 1Oam, 2pm, 4pm, 6pm, 9pm: Opportunity for complementay offers
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Average time spent Grocery shopping versus Time of Day
Highest duration in store from 1Oam - Noon: Opportunity for in-store conversion in AM
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CHART 2
Segmentation of Grocery Shopping spend per week versus Attitudes
Positive technology attitudes skew mostly towards the Heavy and Medium purchasers
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Attitudes (Agree): $131 - S500 $81 - $130 S20 - $80p Week pe Week pr Week
1. I use in-store coupons when purchasing grocery items 21% 61% 41%
2. I do not use coupons cut-out from newspaper inserts when purchasing
grocery items 55% 32% 54%
3. Technology plays a major role in my daily life 73% 61% 85%
4. 1 use other on-ime reoates trom toe internet wnen purcnasing grocery
items 0% 0% 0%
5. My household does not order grocery products via the internet 88% 100% 85%
6. Technology products for grocery shopping are too complicated for me 27% 21% 18%
7. Our Children are more technology savvy than me or my partner 24% 7% 10%
8. I do not use on-line coupons from the internet when purchasing grocery 88% 93% 85%
9. I will use any technology based product that simplifies my shopping 73% 21% 31%
experience73 21 
3%
10. I do not compare the prices of grocery items over the internet 94% 93% 85%
11. I can make my day simpler with the aid of technology 91% 57% 77%
12. I trust technology devices with my personal information 61% 50% 46%
CHART 3
Average time spent Grocery shopping versus Grocery spend per week
Average time spent in store is 60 mins: Planned purchase is still key
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CHART 4
CHART 4 views the "average time spent shopping" versus "household spend per
week". There appears to be two different patterns of grocery spend per week. The
"LOW" segment typically spends $120 or less per week and on the average spends
less than 50 minutes in the store per visit. The "HIGH" segment spends over $120 per
week and spends about 60 minutes in the store per visit. This information does impact
store layout and shelf planning, as the retailer will need to maximize shopper spend
per minute in store.
CHART 5 illustrates the "grocery spend per week" versus "grocery shopping
locations". This data illustrates that despite the advancement in technology and the
emphasis put on ubiquity2 by most CPG firms; consumers appear to be focused on
traditional modes of shopping as evidenced by the high ($130+ per week) grocery
spending in Supermarkets and Super Centers. The New York metro area also appears
to have a demand for home delivery as evidenced by the $70 of spend per week on
grocery purchases via the Internet.
CHART 6 shows a segmentation of "demographics" by Heavy ($131 - $500), Medium
($81 - $130), and Light ($20 - $80) "grocery spend per week". This data also reflects
the composition of the Heavy segment with 80% reflecting age 31 - 40, 61% male,
70% with incomes over $100K, and 48% representing three to four people in the
household.
CHART 7 thru CHART 11 focus on the evaluation of the three technology devices
introduced in the survey. CHART 7 captures the "purchase certainty" for each device
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Segmentation of household Grocery spend per week
Male shoppersfrom larger households tend to spend more in-store per week
HEAVY MEDIUM LIGHT
Demographics: $131-$500 S81 - $130 520 -S80
per Week per Week per Week
AGE: 20-30 6% 14% 31%
31-40 88% 50% 54%
41-50 6% 29% 15%
51-60 0% 7/8 0/0
SEX: Male 61% 46% 33%
Female 39% 54% 67%
ANNUAL HH INCOME S: 20K- 40K 00/ 00/ 00/
41K-60K 00/ 7% 100/
61K- 100K 30% 39% 33%
101K+ 70% 54% 56%
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN 1111: 1 or 2 21% 54% 67%
3 or 4 48% 32% 28%
5 or more 30% 14% 5%
CHART 6
versus "the device usage per week". The results indicate a strong preference for the
FAST LANE device as stated in the 80% purchase certainty and the 1.4 times of
declared usage per week.
CHART 8 captures the "purchase certainty" for each device at a price point of $0,
$10, and $20. The overall price elasticity of FAST LANE once again is the lowest
(0.9) relative to AUTO REORDER (1.2) and PRODUCT GPS (1.2) across all the
three price points, once again validating the consumer perceived value3 and
preference of the FAST LANE device.
CHART 9 evaluates the three devices across two measures namely the "frequency of
shopping" and "the grocery spend per week". It is observed that both the frequency
and the spend per week ("Same" and "More") increase as the choice of device moves
from AUTO REORDER to FAST LANE clearly discriminating once again the
perceived value per visit on the part of the consumer and the potential benefit to the
retailer of increased spending on grocery items. The improvement in value across the
devices is illustrated by the signs "+" to "+++" across the three devices.
CHART 10 further clarifies on FAST LANE - the commitment (High), purchase
certainty @$0 (78%), usage frequency (1.4/wk.), spend per week (35% more), and
willingness to travel between 5 to 10 minutes to a store with the device (76% for FL
versus 52% for GPS and 44% for AR).
CHAIIZT 11 explores if there were any demographic skews across the three devices.
From the data, it is evident that once again FAST LANE dominates the other two
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CHART 8
Technology device Purchase certainty versus Usage per week
FAST LANE reflects greatest opportunity: Develop idea further
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CHART 7
Technology device: Purchase Value assessment
FAST LANE reflects highest value offer: Opportunity to enhance this value offering further
Comparison of weekly shopping frequency and spend on grocery items
Incrementalfrequency and spend per week on devices: FAST LANE device adds to value creation
A UTO REORDER PRODUCT GPS FASTLANE
Freq. of HH Grocery Freq. Of HH Grocery Freq. of HH Grocery
Gr. shopping spend Gr. shopping spend Gr. shopping spend
per week per week per week per week per week per week
Less - 30% Less - 22% Less - 12%
Same - 58% Same - 66% Same - 53%
0.8 More - 12% 1.0 More - 12% 1.4 More - 35%
70% 78% 88%
VALUE ISHOPPING VISIT VA LUE /SHOPPING VISI T VALUE /SHOPPING VISIT
+ ++CHRT
CHART 9
Comparison of purchasing metrics for Technology devices
Key purchasing metrics verify potential of the FAST LANE device
DEVICES COMMIT. PURCHASE CERTAINTY FREQUENCY SPEND/ TRAVEL-STORE W/ DEVICE
so $10 $20 Usage/Wk. Days 0 Mins 5 Mins 10 Mins
Low 57% 43% 34% 0.8 Sa, M More: 12% 56% 30% 14%
Medium 59% 44% 35% 1.0 F, Sa More 12% 48% 40% 12%
High 78% 68% 59% 1.4 W, Sa More:35% 24% 38% 38%
CHART 10
devices in virtually all dimensions and has a demographic skew towards the 20-30
year old females, with incomes over $1 OOK.
CHART 12 illustrates the opportunity for additional demographic targets for such
devices as expressed by the respondents. The Young Adult demographic target was
identified by 82% of respondents as having a medium to high potential, the other two
targets came in at 54% (Teens) and 26% (Kids).
CHART 13 explores the disposition of the consumer to switch or change stores, if
such a device were available. The results here indicate that 48% of respondents
indicate that they will "definitely change store", and 44% said they "may or may not
change store". This in my view is a strong indication on the strength of these
technology device propositions that have implications to retailers and consumers
alike. I will spend some time addressing this issue in the conclusion section after
some qualitative interviews with retailers.
Stage Two
The second stage of the analysis as mentioned above, focuses on four analysis
sections. Each of these analysis sections seeks to establish a meaningful relationship
between a set of independent and dependent variables via the application of
mulfivariate regression techniques. Prior to conducting the analysis, I have defined
below the variables used in the analysis.
Comparison of Technology devices across demographic breaks
FAST LANE - the prefered device has a skew towards 20-30 year old,females, with $I01K+ Sal.
AUTO REORDER PRODUCT GPS FAST LANE
Demographics: Certain. Spd/wk Certain Spd/w Certain. Spd/w&Freq. Freq, rq@S0 F More @ S0 More @ req. More
AGE: 20-30 52% 1.2 14% 59% 1.1 0% 78% 1.3 44%
31-40 66% 0.9 13% 63% 1.2 16% 78% 1.4 39%
41-50 35% 0.3 13% 43% 0.5 13% 30% 1.1 13%
SEX: Male 63% 0.8 22% 66% 1.2 26% 73% 1.3 28%
Female 52% 0.9 4% 53% 0.9 0% 83% 1.4 41%
ANNUAL HR INCOME S: 61K - 80K 69% 1.5 13% 85% 2.0 13% 69% 2.4 25%
81K- 100K 52% 0.7 22% 47% 0.7 11% 58% 0.9 28%
101K+ 58% 0.8 10% 53% 0.9 13% 86% 1.3 49%
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN HH:
1 or 2 44% 0.8 8% 57% 1.0 844 78% 1.3 29%
3 or 4 69% 0.8 17% 52% 1.1 11' 75% 1.5 33%
5 or more 69% 1.0 13% 80% 1.1 25% 86% 1.3 56%
CHART 11
Potential for Technology devices across New targets
Strong opportunity with Young Adults: Test devices with Young Adults
No Response 6% 6% 6%
HIGH 3-
54
MEDIUM 2-
82%0
LOW 1-
0-
YOUNG ADULTS TEENS KIDSD Colum 1
Target qe groups for Technology devices
CHART 12
Change of Store, if devices were present within acceptable travel range
Strong opportunity for Store switching: Devices key to affect store switching
48%
50 -44
45-
40-
35-
30-
S25-
$20-
15-
10 - 6%
5- 2%
0-
NO RESPONE DEFINITELYNOT MAY OR MAYNOT 3-D Column I
CHANGE STORE CHANGESTORE DEFINITELY
CHANGE STORE
Disposidin given the availabllty of Technology devices
CHART 13
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
Variable
SFREQ
TIMSPNDS
HHSPND
INSTCPN
CPNNOP
TECHLIF
OLREBINT
NOGRCINT
TEHCMPL
CHLTSAV
NOOLCPN
TEHSMPL
COMPRCI
DAYSIMPT
TRSTPINF
AGE
SEX
HHINC
NOINHH
COMMAR
COMMGPS
COMMFL
PURCERFL
EXTTRVFL
Description
Shopping frequency per week
Time spend shopping per week
Household grocery spend in $ per week
Usage of in-store coupons when purchasing grocery items
Usage of coupons from Newspaper inserts
Role of technology in daily life
Use of on-line rebates
Use of Internet to order grocery items
Complications with technology products for shopping
Children savvy in use of technology
Non-usage of on-line coupons from internet
Technology products simplify shopping experience
Price comparisons of grocery items over the internet
Simplifying day with the aid of technology
Trust technology devices with personal information
Age of respondent
Sex of respondent
Household income
Number of people in household
Commitment to the AUTO REORDER device
Commitment to the GPS device
Commitment to the FAST LANE device
Purchase Certainty @$0 - FAST LANE
Extra Travel to Store with FAST LANE
25. LIKCSTR Likelihood to change existing store, if device is present
ANALYSIS ONE
The objective of the first analysis was to test the relationship that the "commitment"
to using the FAST LANE device was a function of the respondent shopping
frequency, the time spent shopping, the amount $ spent shopping, and some specific
attitudes towards technology. This hypothesis was illustrated in mathematical form
below:
Commitment (FAST LANE) - f{Shopping frequency, Time spent shopping, HH$
spent shopping, and attitudes to technology}
The equation was subsequently transformed into a multivariate regression4 equation:
Multivariate Regression Equations (FAST LANE)
COMMFL = aSFREQ + bTIMSPNDS + cHHSPND + dINSTCPN + eCPNNOP +
fTECHLIF + gORLEBINT + hNOGRCINT + iTEHCMPL +
jCHLTSAV +kNOOLCPN + 1TEHSMPL + mCOMPRCI +
nDAYSIMPT + oTRSTPINF
Where a - o are coefficients to the independent variables to the right of the equation
above.
The results from the regression were illustrated in Figure 1. The summary of
statistically significant independent variable at 95% confidence level', as well as the
R2 is shown below for the FAST LANE device:
FAST LANE
R2  0.25
+ TEHSMPL
From the results of the first analysis, it appears that only one significant independent
variable positively drove the "degree of commitment" towards the FAST LANE
device. The result also appears to suggest that "the higher the belief that technology
simplifies the shopping experience" (TEHSMPL); "the higher the commitment was
towards the FAST LANE device". The result also suggests that the independent
variables included in the analysis do not fully explain the "commitment" towards the
FAST LANE device as evidenced by the low R2 of 0.25
ANALYSIS TWO
The objective of the second analysis was to test the relationship that the "purchase
certainty" using the FAST LANE device was a function of the respondent's shopping
frequency, the time spent shopping, the amount $ spent shopping, the commitment to
FAST LANE, and respondent's demographics. This hypothesis was illustrated in
mathematical form below:
Purchase Certainty (FAST LANE) -+ f {Shoppingfrequency, Time spent
shopping, HH $ spent shopping, Commitment to FAST LANE, and Respondent
demographics }
The equation was subsequently transformed into a multivariate regression equation:
Multivariate Regression Equations (FAST LANE)
PURCERFL = aSFREQ + bTIMSPNDS + cHHSPND + dAGE + eSEX + fHHINC +
gNOINHH+ hCOMMFL
Where a - g are coefficients to the independent variables to the right of the equation
above
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The results from the regression were illustrated in Figure 2. The summary of
statistically significant independent variables at 95% confidence level, as well as the
R2 is shown below for the FAST LANE device:
FAST LANE
R2  0.64
± SEX
+ COMMFL
From the results of the second analysis, it appears that SEX and COMMFL were the
significant independent variables that influenced the "purchase certainty" towards the
FAST LANE device. The result also suggests that the independent variables included
in the analysis explain 64% of the "purchase certainty" towards the FAST LANE
device as evidenced by the R2 of 0.64.
ANALYSIS THREE
The objective of the third analysis was to test the relationship, that the "Extra travel to
store" using the FAST LANE device was a function of the respondent shopping
frequency, the time spent shopping, the amount $ spent shopping, commitment to
FAST LANE, and some specific attitudes towards technology. This hypothesis was
illustrated in mathematical form below:
Extra Travel to a store with device (FAST LANE) --+ fShoppingfrequency,
Time spent shopping, Commitment to FAST LANE, and attitudes to technology I
The equation was subsequently transformed into a multivariate regression equation:
Multivariate Regression Equations (FAST LANE)
EXTTRVFL = aSFREQ + bTIMSPNDS + cINSTCPN + dCPNNOP + eTECHLIF +
fORLEBINT + gNOGRCINT + iCHLTSAV +jNOOLCPN +
kTEHSMPL +1COMPRCI + mTRSTPINF + nCOMMFL
Where a - o are coefficients to the independent variables to the right of the equation
above
The results from the regression were illustrated in Figure 3. The summary of
statistically significant independent variables at 95% confidence level, as well as the
R2 is shown below for the FASTLANE device:
FAST LANE
R2 0.35
+ COMMFL
From the results of the third analysis, it appears that COMMFL was the only
significant independent variable that served as the impetus for "extra travel to a store
with the FAST LANE device". The result also appears to suggest that the independent
variables included in the analysis explain 35% of what accounts for "the impetus to
travel extra to a store with the FAST LANE device". This finding is validated in
CHART 10 from phase one of the analysis, where it is demonstrated that 76% of the
respondents were willing to travel a extra 5 to 10 minutes to a store that had such a
device.
Another practical explanation of the results are as follows: "the higher" - "the
commitment to the FAST LANE device (COMMFL) "; "the greater the willingness to
travel extra to a store with the FAST LANE device".
ANALtSIS FOUR
The objective of the fourth analysis was to test the relationship that the "likelihood to
change existing store" with such a device was a function of the respondent's
commitment to each device, shopping frequency, and some specific attitudes towards
technology. This hypothesis was illustrated in mathematical form below:
Likelihood to change existing store, if device is available -* f {Commitment to
each device, Shopping frequency, and attitudes to technology}
The equation was subsequently transformed into a multivariate regression equation:
Multivariate Regression Equations
LIKCSTR = aCOMMAR + bCOMMGPS + cCOMMFL + dSFREQ + eINSTCPN
+ fCPNNOP + gTECHLIF + hORLEBINT + iNOGRCINT +
jTEHCMPL + kCHLTSAV +INOOLCPN + mTEHSMPL +
nCOMPRCI + oDAYSIMPT + pTRSTPINF
Where a - p are coefficients to the independent variables to the right of the equation
above
The results from the regressions were illustrated in Figure 4. The summary of
statistically significant independent variables at 95% confidence level, as well as the
R2 is shown for this equation:
LIKCSTR
R 2 0.46
+ COMMFL
+ INSTCPN
+ CPNNOP
+ TECHLIF
From the results of the fourth analysis, it appears that COMMFL, INSTCPN,
CPNNOP, TECHLIF were the statistically significant independent variables that
drove "likelihood to change existing store" if such a device was available. The result
also appears to suggest that the independent variables included in the analysis explain
46% of the "likelihood to change existing store" with such as device. Other interesting
points worth noting here are that "FAST LANE commitment" was a significant
positive independent variable that explained the "likelihood to change" existing store
implying, "the higher the commitment was to FAST LANE"; "the higher the
likelihood to change existing store". This finding is consistent with stage one
analysis shown on CHART 13, which suggests a 48% definite likelihood to change
store with the presence of such devices.
Other significant independent variables suggested that "the higher" - " the usage of
in-store coupons (INSTCPN) ", "newspaper coupons (CPNNOP) ", "role of
technology in daily life (TECHLIF); "the higher the likelihood to change existing
store".
Summary
This chapter focused on two key analysis stages. The first stage demonstrated a
quantitative understanding of the consumer purchase dynamics in the supermarket
environment as it relates to CPG products. The first section further demonstrated that
the use of technology at POS in the marketing cycle increases value to the retailer,
consumer and CPG firm.
The second stage of the analysis in the hypothesis testing section demonstrated that
while, there was increased value form all three devices examined; there was an
overwhelming absolute and relative preference for the FAST LANE device in terms
of "commitment", "willingness to travel 5 - 10 extra minutes to a store" that has the
device, and "willingness to change existing store", if the store had such a device.
The next chapter, the conclusion will focus on what all this means for CPG firms,
consumers, and retailers. I will also include in this chapter feedback from the
interviews conducted with retailer management - "Stop & Shop", as well as "Shaw's
supermarkets" in the Boston area based on the results of this study and to get their
reactions to such a development in the retailer environment.
Footnotes for Chapter Four
POS - Point of Sale, refers to the final point of sale to the consumer
2 Ubiquity - A distribution term for universal availability
3 Perceived value - Relates to value accorded to an offering by a consumer, not it's true cost
4 Multi Variate Regression - Changes in more than one independent variable used to explain one dependent
variable
5 Confidence level - Identifies the certainty that the parameter estimate will be the same, if experiment is repeated
CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusions and Implications
Introduction
The purpose of this thesis as stated in the beginning were four-fold. First, I presented
a macro view of how traditional CPG marketing was conducted using a framework.
The purpose of this step was to provide the reader with a baseline on which
subsequent change can be assessed.
Second, I conducted an extensive literature review that summarized the key
developments in this subject area. This was followed by a discussion on the evolution
of technology within CPG marketing practice. The purpose of this step was to review
changes in marketing practices that have evolved in the CPG industry over the years.
Third, I shared the results of some hypothesis that were tested. As part of the
technology device integration into the CPG marketing process, I conducted some
qualitative research with technology lead-users (Von Hippel, 1996). Three of these
technology device concepts were then incorporated into a quantitative survey to
principal grocery shoppers in the New York area.
Fourth, based on the success of the technology devices tested, I explore and raise
awareness on how additional freedoms bestowed upon the consumer via the use of
technology in marketing can be extrapolated for CPG profitable growth in the future.
These recommendations as well as how best to integrate such a change into existing
businesses are covered in this chapter. In this respect, I have also conducted some
qualitative trade interviews with Shaw's and Stop & Shop supermarkets in the Boston
area to get feedback on the proposed device and it's outlook for the future.
Technology effects on Marketing
Throughout the course of this study, I have observed that existing CPG marketing
practices lack any form of integrated technology strategy. Most of the technology
related activities in marketing appear to be one-off projects, which often lead to
system incompatibilities in the long run. Today, the bulk of initiatives within CPG on
the technology front, appear to focus on the supply chain area with the primary
emphasis on cost reduction and effectiveness in purchasing'. Organizationally,
external consulting firms on one-time projects conduct most of these technology
implementations.
On the academic front, while there has been a lot of published literature in the areas of
shopping, consumer behavior, the Internet, and technology in general, the literature
remains relatively void of technology applications to marketing, specifically
"consumer engaging" technology at the point-of-sale. Two possible exceptions to this,
are the literature covered on scanner technology with its many applications in the
CPG industry, and the research at the AUTO-ID center at MIT that is presently
undertaking research into Radio Frequency Identification Systems (RFID's). The
RFID's are expected to replace the present UPC tags on all packaged goods.
The evolution in marketing frameworks (Coviello, 2001) incorporating the changes in
consumer lifestyles as well as technology such as the internet are very well
documented and most of the research in this area appears to focus on the changing
roles of marketing over the years, again with little emphasis on what the emerging
determinant factors are.
The hypothesis testing in the analysis section was truly revealing, in that there was
quantifiable data from the consumers to suggest that the FAST LANE device was
preferred on an absolute basis, as well on a relative basis when compared to the other
two other devices tested. This commitment to the device was validated in two forms:
(1) The willingness of the consumer to travel an additional 5-10 minutes to a store
that had such a device and (2) The willingness of the consumer to change their
existing store if such a device was available in another store. The second proposition
that makes this an even more attractive offer is that it does create value for the
consumer, the retailer, and the CPG manufacturer. The premise of value creation was
central in my discussion in chapter one, where I made references to the delta model
(Hax, 2001) and the crucial predicament of the low growth CPG industry, and why it
is vital to get to a systems lock-in (SLI) market position as a player in this industry.
Retailer Feedback
The findings from the survey were shared with six category managers at Shaw's (3)
and Stop & Shop (3) supermarkets in the Boston area. The purpose of the qualitative
interviews with the category managers was to get their reaction to the technology
propositions tested and secondly, to get input on the best way to implement such a
plan in the real world. The feedback to both questions were very positive, especially
to the FAST LANE device:
Shaw's Reaction to Device Implement in Store
Catg. Mgr. 1 + +
Catg. Mgr 2 + +
Catg. Mgr 3 -
Stop & Shop Reaction to Device Implement in Store
Catg. Mgr 1 + +
Catg. Mgr 2 + +
Catg. Mgr 3 + +
KEY: + Positive feedback - Negative feedback
Category manager 3 at Shaw's was negative with the device concept, as he wanted
more details on the cost of the system as well as more information on the maintenance
requirements of the system. He noted however, that if these parameters were
acceptable, he was positive in implementing such a system within the store.
Some of the concerns expressed by the category managers were as follows:
- Who pays for the technology and infrastructure?
- What level of maintenance is required?
- Who handles the information/data?
- What are the incentive systems for the retailer?
Although full details of the offer, including the device cost structure are not available
at this point. It is important to note that there are primarily two cost areas for the
operational success of the devices. One relating to the "product tag - signal emitter"
and the second relating to the system set-up.
I have obtained some surrogate cost estimates from Sanjay Sarma at MIT's AUTO-ID
Center, who estimates about 5 cents per "product tag - signal emitter" in the long run.
The trade-marketing group at Group Danone subsequently validated this cost
estimate. I have based my responses to the concerns raised by the retailer category
managers in the following way, based on the above-mentioned data:
I estimate the system set-up cost of this program (steady-state, in the long run), for an
average retailer chain to cost approximately $250,000, as the FAST LANE
technology essentially consists of a sensor and a signal emitter (attached to each
product, similar to a bar code). The estimated cost in the short run will be much
higher due to development costs and low levels of competition in the marketplace for
such a device. The estimated $250,000, is typically the manufacturer expenditure in a
retail chain during a trade promotion2 . My proposition would be that the CPG
manufacturer would invest in the FAST LANE technology an amount equivalent to
one trade promotion event. This investment in the retailer, benefits the consumer
(more freedom in store, increased convenience, and improved speed of exit); the
retailer (as retail traffic increases, sales improve); and in return, the CPG
manufacturer gains improved relationship with the retailer, as well as gains rights to
POS feature and display activity for a period of time within the retailers stores.
Maintenance level on the system is low, and is comparable to any retailer POS
checkout system. The data can be stored on any standard computer and used for
planning purposes at the retail or manufacturer level. Confidentiality is to be ensured
at all levels. The primary incentive for the retailer is the increased store traffic and the
competitive store switching behavior the technology devices induce with the
consumers going to other stores.
It is to be emphasized that the technology device being proposed is not a permanent
solution to the issue of growth in the CPG industry; it is merely a value-creating
platform on which subsequent technology initiatives may be built. As pace of
technology improves, it will require similar upgrades to remain competitive in the
marketplace. This type of development will shift the competitive forces to one of
"value creation" from the present state of "price promotions" and "couponing"
activity. In the case of this thesis, firms such as Danone have the unique opportunity
to partner with retailers with the aid of the FASTLANE device offering consumers
convenience and value. The brand name can be leveraged at the point-of sale for
increased awareness.
Managerial Implications - Technology application to Marketing
The application of technology to marketing has lacked a framework from the
practitioner's perspective. As discussed earlier, most of the technology application
projects have been activity or task focused and not systems oriented, the result has
been very expensive sub-optimal technology systems that do not really add any value
to the consumer. I would propose the following thought steps before embarking on
any technology-based application to marketing:
- Does a similar technology application exist presently or is it truly new?
- Does the technology application create any value?
- Who benefits from the technology application?
- Are all the stakeholders and users of the technology application on-board?
- Can the technology application be implemented at an acceptable cost?
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- How compatible is the technology application with existing systems?
- What is the expected competitive life of the technology application?
These steps will serve as a pathway of determinants in the technology strategy within
the strategic marketing framework.
Research Implications - A Final Thought
I support Iacobucci and Hibbard's (1999) call for efforts to understand how
businesses interact directly with their consumers with the aide of technology. While
the recent plethora of articles relating to the internet and it's effects on business in
general have been the central focus, few have focused on the extension of technology
expansion as an appropriation of benefits to specific functional business areas.
My view is that future research should be longitudinal 3 (time-series based) so as to
capture evolutionary practices and processes. Benchmarking the findings of such
studies with those that are empirically derived should provide insight into the
evolution of marketing practice. Methodologically, qualitative and quantitative
research in the form of case studies would also prove to be another fertile ground for
the development and testing of such practices.
Finally, given the attention placed on technology in the present business environment,
it would be useful to examine: (1) the relationship between various technology based
marketing approaches and firm growth and performance over time and (2) the
relationship between technology and marketing functions in accomplishing the goals
of the future.
Footnotes for Chapter Five
Effectiveness in Purchasing - A concept of "electronic exchanges" now being developed where goods and
services can be purchased via a centralized bidding process
2 Trade Promotion - This is a retail promotion that is contractually agreed upon by the retailer and manufacturer
4 Longitudinal - Time series based analysis or analysis over time
APPENDIX A
Commitment on FAST LANE versus Shopping Frequency, Time Spent Shopping, HH $ Spend Shopping, and Attitudes to Technology
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.50
R Square 0.25
Adjusted R Square 0.12
Standard Error 0.76
Observations 100
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 15 16.190 1.079 1.882 0.036
Residual 84 48.170 0.573
Total 99 64.360
Coefficients
-2.29
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.19
0.26
0.59
0.71
0.16
0.02
0.07
0.31
-0.05
-0.08
-0.11
Standard Error
1.67
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.13
0.16
0.42
0.38
0.13
0.14
0.31
0.13
0.21
0.14
0.11
t Stat
-1.37
1.34
0.66
0.77
1.14
1.52
1.66
1.42
1.88
1.24
0.12
0.24
2.33
-0.23
-0.56
-1.05
P-value
0.175
0.185
0.510
0.441
0.257
0.133
0.100
0.160
0.063
0.219
0.903
0.813
0.022
0.820
0.574
0.298
Lower 95%
-5.614
-0.072
-0.005
-0.001
-0.107
-0.059
-0.051
-0.238
-0.039
-0.099
-0.265
-0.552
0.044
-0.467
-0.350
-0.325
Upper 95%
1.038
0.364
0.011
0.003
0.396
0.439
0.576
1.418
1.463
0.427
0.299
0.701
0.566
0.371
0.195
0.101
FIGURE 1
Intercept
SFREQ
TIMSPNDS
HHSPND
INSTCPN
CPNNOP
TECHLIF
OLREBINT
NOGRCINT
TEHCMPL
CHLTSAV
NOOLCPN
TEHSMPL
COMPRCI
DAYSIMPT
TRSTPINF
Purchase Certainty at $0 on FAST LANE versus Shopping Frequency, Time Spent Shopping, HH $ Spend Shopping, and Demographics.
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.80
R Square 0.64
Adjusted R Square 0.61
Standard Error 24.04
Observations 100
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 8 95393.06 11924.13 20.63 0.00
Residual 91 52606.94 578.10
Total 99 148000.00
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Intercept -31.89 19.47 -1.64 0.10 -70.57 6.78
SFREQ -1.72 3.52 -0.49 0.63 -8.70 5.27
TIMSPNDS 0.16 0.11 1.47 0.14 -0.06 0.37
HHSPND -0.01 0.03 -0.41 0.68 -0.08 0.05
AGE -4.27 3.93 -1.09 0.28 -12.07 3.53
SEX 10.69 5.11 2.09 0.04 0.55 20.83
HHINC 3.60 2.79 1.29 0.20 -1.94 9.15
NOINHH -5.66 3.90 -1.45 0.15 -13.41 2.09
COMMFL 38.38 3.13 12.24 0.00 32.15 44.60
FIGURE 2
Extra Travel to a Store with FAST LANE versus Shopping Frequency, Time Spent Shopping, HH $ Spend Shopping, and Attitudes to Technology
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.59
R Square 0.35
Adjusted R Square 0.25
Standard Error 3.36
Observations 100
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 13 528.10 40.62 3.59 0.00
Residual 86 972.90 11.31
Total 99 1501
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% FIGURE 3
Intercept 3.29 6.74 0.49 0.63 -10.11 16.68
SFREQ -0.85 0.48 -1.78 0.08 -1.81 0.10
TIMSPNDS 0.03 0.02 1.86 0.07 0.00 0.06
INSTCPN 0.79 0.56 1.42 0.16 -0.31 1.89
CPNNOP 0.35 0.55 0.63 0.53 -0.75 1.45
TECHLIF 0.85 0.62 1.37 0.17 -0.38 2.09
OLREBINT -0.90 1.80 -0.50 0.62 -4.47 2.67
NOGRCINT -1.36 1.61 -0.84 0.40 -4.57 1.85
CHLTSAV -0.73 0.58 -1.26 0.21 -1.89 0.42
NOOLCPN 1.07 1.36 0.78 0.44 -1.64 3.77
TEHSMPL -0.81 0.54 -1.51 0.14 -1.88 0.26
COMPRCI -0.48 0.86 -0.55 0.58 -2.19 1.23
TRSTPINF 0.22 0.47 0.47 0.64 -0.72 1.16
COMMFL 2.16 0.48 4.54 0.00 1.22 3.11
Likelihood to change existing Store (if such a Technology device was present) versus Commitment to each device, Shopping Frequency, and Attitudes to Technology
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.68
R Square 0.46
Adjusted R Square 0.36
Standard Error 0.64
Observations 100
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 16 28.717 1.795 4.418 0.000
Residual 83 33.723 0.406
Total 99 62.44
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Intercept 0.47 1.38 0.34 0.733 -2.264 3.208
COMMAR 0.14 0.11 1.29 0.202 -0.078 0.361
COMMGPS 0.15 0.10 1.45 0.152 -0.056 0.353
COMMFL 0.39 0.10 4.10 0.000 0.202 0.582
SFREQ -0.19 0.10 -1.95 0.055 -0.387 0.004
INSTCPN 0.24 0.11 2.21 0.030 0.024 0.449
CPNNOP 0.28 0.11 2.64 0.010 0.069 0.489
TECHLIF 0.46 0.14 3.38 0.001 0.188 0.726
OLREBINT -0.17 0.35 -0.49 0.623 -0.873 0.526
NOGRCINT -0.30 0.32 -0.94 0.348 -0.932 0.332
TEHCMPL -0.02 0.11 -0.21 0.836 -0.232 0.188
CHLTSAV -0.04 0.11 -0.35 0.730 -0.252 0.177
NOOLCPN 0.00 0.26 -0.02 0.987 -0.526 0.518
TEHSMPL -0.17 0.11 -1.51 0.136 -0.395 0.055
COMPRCI 0.16 0.16 0.96 0.340 -0.167 0.478
DAYSIMPT 0.00 0.12 -0.02 0.987 -0.236 0.232
TRSTPINF 0.12 0.09 1.32 0.192 -0.061 0.302
FIGURE 4
APPENDIX B
QUALITATIVE SURVEY OUTLINE
The purpose of this questionnaire is to get qualitative input from you as, technology
lead-users in relating possible application areas of technology to Consumer Packaged-
Goods -CPG (Grocery item) marketing.
Please take a moment to answer the following questions as detailed as possible. Your
responses will be the basis for further survey design.
Technology application areas to CPG marketing, refer to usage of technology to enhance the following areas:
- Product - Branding
- Distribution / Channel - Advertising
- Pricing - Product shelf placement
- Positioning - Others (defined by lead users)
1. List out all possible technologies (or technology applications) that can be linked
towards any / all of the CPG marketing elements shown above in the table to create
value for the end customer / consumer. Find below some examples of the kind of ideas we are looking
for:
a. Usage of a PDA (hand held device) to do price comparisons on CPG items (grocery) anywhere
b. " Virtual shopping" - special eyewear piece connected to cell phone (bring the store to the consumer)
c. Usage of enhanced Cell phone, to monitor inventory in refrigerators, and place orders directly to store for
replenishment.
2. From your response in question 1 above, please identify the three "highest
potential" technologies to CPG marketing, and describe why you feel so:
3. Identify possible "barriers to usage" on these three technologies mentioned in
answer 2 above:
4. Identify "possible remedies" to the "barriers" mentioned in answer 3 above:
5. Identify possible usage times/moments in the day/week for these technologies
mentioned in answer 2:
6. Looking forward and getting even more creative, please identify any advanced
technologies you foresee, as having a significant impact on CPG marketing in
general:
Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this survey.
Please e-mail back to rchacko@mit.edu
-- -A
QUANTITATIVE SURVEY OUTLINE
The purpose of this questionnaire is to get quantitative input from you as
purchasers/consumers of Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG - Grocery items) on
the influences of technology in purchasing grocery products.
Please take a moment to answer the following questions. Your responses will be
the basis for a comprehensive analysis, so your assistance on completing ALL
questions will be very much appreciated.
1. Please identify who in your family does your primary grocery shopping?
o Me 1
o My partner 2
o Our Children 3
o Other household members 4
2. How many times per week do you go grocery shopping?
o Once
o Twice
o Three
o Four
o Five
o Six
Li Seven or more
3. At what times of the day do you typically do grocery shopping?
o 8-9am
o 9-1Oam 2
o 10-llam 3
o 11-l2noon 4
o 12 - lpm 5
o 1-2pm 6
o 2-3pm 7
o 3-4pm 8
o 4 -5pm 9
L 5 - 6pm 10
o 6 - 7pm 11
o 7-8pm 12
o 8 - 9pm 13
o 9-lOpm 14
o 10-1lpIm 15
o 11 - 12 midnight 16
4. How much time do you typically spend grocery shopping? -Minutes
5. Where do you do your primary grocery shopping?
o Super centers - large stores 1
o Supermarkets - Medium stores 2
o Small supermarkets 3
o Neighborhood stores/ Mom and Pop stores 4
o Vending machines 5
o Via the Internet 6
o Calling order into the store 7
o Others 8
6. How much does your household spend per week for grocery shopping?
Please rate the following statements below based on the following scale:
1 - agree; 2 - indifferent; 3 - disagree
7. I use in-store coupons when purchasing grocery items
8. I do not use coupons cut-out from the newspaper inserts when purchasing
grocery items
9. Technology plays a major role in my daily life
10. I use other on-line rebates from the Internet when purchasing grocery items
11. My household does not order grocery products via the Internet
12. Technology products for grocery shopping are too complicated for me
13. My children are more technology savvy than me or my partner
14. I do not use on-line coupons from the Internet when purchasing grocery
items
15. I will use any technology based product that simplifies my shopping
experience.
16. I do not compare prices of grocery items over the Internet
17. I can make my day simpler with the aid of technology
18. I trust technology devices with my personal information
There have been a lot of debates in the past regarding the use of technology
devices in the purchase of grocery items. Some have been negative and some
positive. I would like your opinion on the following devices stated in questions 19
thru 21 using the scale below:
1 - Low commitment; 2 - Medium commitment; 3 - High commitment
19. You have an AUTO REORDER device (enhanced cell phone) that is able
to monitor electronically usage of grocery items in the cabinet / refrigerator, and
automatically place orders for grocery products to the store once a pre-specified
level is reached in the cabinets / refrigerator. You can also enter new grocery
items.
20. You have a PRODUCT GPS device (the size of a cell phone). It consists
of a GPS system, a cell phone with internet capability, and a bar-code scanner.
The GPS system guides you to the store/shopping aisle closest to you that offers
the best price/promotions. The bar code scanner lets you scan the products
directly, so there is no wait at the check-out line.
21. You have a FAST LANE device (like an automated highway toll-pass) at
your local grocery store. You have a sensor similar to the one used on highways,
which records all the items you have purchased at the store. You receive an
invoice once a month for all items purchased without stopping at checkout.
...........
If you answered a "2" or "3" in questions 19, 20 or 21, then please answer the
following questions. If you answered a "1" SKIP to question 28
22. On a scale of 0%(certain that you would not purchase) to 100%(absolutely certain
to purchase). How certain are you to purchase these technology devices at the
price levels shown below, if it were available today? (Fill % for all devices at the
three price levels)
$0 $10 $20
i AUTO REORDER % _% _%
Li PRODUCT GPS % % %
u FAST LANE % _% _%
23. How often and on what days would you use the following devices:
a. AUTO REORDER. /Week : M, T, W, Th, F, S, Su (Circle)
b. PRODUCT GPS. /Week : M, T, W, Th, F, S, Su (Circle)
c. FAST LANE. /Week : M, T, W, Th, F, S, Su (Circle)
24. How much is your household likely to spend per week on grocery shopping using
these devices? (Tick once per device) Less1 Same2 More3
" AUTO REORDER.
" PRODUCT GPS.
o FAST LANE.
25. How far extra would you travel to a store that enables you to use these devices:
(Tick once per device) OMin 5Mins 1 Mins
o AUTO REORDER.
o PRODUCT GPS.
u FAST LANE.
.............
26. How likely would you be to change your existing grocery store, if the previous
devices were available in other stores within your travel range: (Tick one)
o Definitely Change Store
o May or May Not Change Store 2
o Definitely Not Change Store 3
27. In your opinion, is there any potential for such devices as described in questions
19, 20 and 21 for the following targets, using the scale below:
1 - High probability; 2 - Medium probability; 3 - Low probability
" Kids (5-12)
o Teen (13-17)
o Young adult (18-22)
Please check the option that most accurately describes you:
28. Age:
* 20-30 1
* 31-40 2
o 41-50 3
o 51-60 4
29. Sex:
o Male 1
o Female 2
30. Annual household income level:
o $20,000 - $40,000 1
o $41,000 - $60,000 2
0 $61,000 - $80,000 3
L $81,000 - $100,000 4
Q $100,000+ 5
31. Number of people in your household:
o lor2 I
o 3or4 2
o 5 or more 3
THE END. Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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